Advocating for integrative medicine: providers’ stories of resonance, negotiation, and community
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ABSTRACT

Integrative medicine (IM) is a holistic health care option that blends complementary, alternative medicine with biomedical models of care. Many medical care facilities do not offer IM treatment for patients, yet the demand for IM is growing. Therefore, IM providers are in the position of educating and promoting IM to patients and other medical practitioners. There is limited research literature focusing on how IM providers communicate advocacy for IM. Therefore, this research is designed to explore the perspectives of providers about the ways that they communicate advocacy for IM in their lives and their medical practice. Interview data we collected at The Center reveals the ways that IM providers continuously advocate for IM through their resonance with IM philosophy, by negotiating systemic tensions that revolve around IM, and by forming communities of practice with patients and other providers. Results of this investigation offer insight about IM, communication, and advocacy.
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Introduction

Holistic health care can be traced back centuries, with some scholars naming Aristotle as the first holistic physician, who understood people as a combination of spiritual and physical properties.1 The word holistic was first used to describe medicine in 1952,2 and has since evolved from being a popular movement in the 1960s and 70s to being considered a professionalized entity in recent decades.3

Although the term holistic is often used as an all-encompassing word for complementary and alternative medicine (CAM),4 integrative medicine (IM) is a term that blends alternative, complementary, and conventional, biomedical practices with a focus on patient-centered care. IM places emphasis on the collaboration between patients and providers and relies on evidence-based scientific thinking.5 IM providers encourage patients to take personal responsibility for their own health while advocating for the merits of integrative approaches that combine IM and biomedicine.

IM providers often offer patients options for less expensive and less invasive medical treatments through integrative approaches of care, but not as a replacement for biomedicine. IM physicians therefore become advocates for their practice, where they recognize and embrace the interaction between mind, body, and spirit in health and healing. In a comprehensive survey of IM centers in the U.S., researchers identified over 60 centers that exist to focus on integrative care across America.6 With over a million medical doctors currently practicing in America, it is not surprising that IM providers become advocates for their philosophies and medical practices as a normative approach to care.

This study is designed to explore the perspectives of providers about the ways that they communicate advocacy for IM in their lives and their medical practice. Analysis of IM providers’ narratives reveal their philosophy of IM, in addition to when and where they advocate for IM. We begin with a brief review of literature about IM. Next, we offer a description of the methodology utilized for this research. Then we present the results of this investigation. Finally, we close with a discussion of these results, including conclusions, implications, and directions for future research.
The history of and advocacy for integrative medicine

IM has had a long history, evolving from the recognized value of holistic approaches to health care. Advocacy for IM has increased as both patients and providers have recognized the importance of integrating biomedicine with complementary, with complementary approaches. Inevitably, IM practitioners become advocates for IM in their lives and in their practice of medicine.

Integrative medicine: origins, evolution, and critiques

IM is a complex, multifaceted approach to health care. The Bravewell Collaborative\(^5\) defines IM as care that puts the patient at The Center and addresses the full range of physical, emotional, mental, social, spiritual, and environmental influences that affect a person’s health (p. 6). This holistic approach to health is healing-oriented and relationship-centered, focusing on minimal invasion, toxicity, and cost to the patient.\(^1\) IM is sometimes discussed in contrast to the biomedical approach, which has been termed the traditional, conventional, or Western model of care. Biomedicine is the predominant model taught to and used by physicians, focusing primarily on physiology, biochemistry, genetics, and other basic or so-called ‘hard sciences’.\(^7\) This dominant model of care approaches health through a scientifically-principled lens, representing one of many reasons biomedicine is often dichotomized from IM.

IM does not function in lieu of biomedicine, however. Scholars have argued against the bifurcation of biomedicine and IM, encouraging patients and providers to treat both paradigms as complementary to one another.\(^9\) Further, IM is only one branch of various holistic practices, including, but not limited to, acupuncture, nutrition, meditation, yoga, and music therapy. It is critical to understand that, although these terms are often used interchangeably, each holds a unique relationship with conventional medicine. According to the National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health,\(^9\) complementary medicine refers to conventional medicine used in conjunction with non-mainstream practices whereas alternative medicine signifies the replacement of conventional medicine with non-mainstream practices. CAM is particularly important to understand when defining IM, which integrates the mission of complementary medicine through the mindful collaboration of conventional and complementary strategies. As Baer\(^1\) indicates, IM refers to efforts on the part of conventional physicians to blend biomedical and CAM therapies or the collaborative efforts between biomedical physicians and CAM practitioners to address health care needs of specific patients (p. xiv). IM is therefore a collaborative effort that integrates biomedical strategies with CAM modes of care.

IM has gained increasing popularity over the years from practitioners and patients alike. According to a survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 33.2% of adults and 11.6% of children in the United States use complementary health approaches.\(^10\) To address the multifaceted nature of IM, the Bravewell Collaborative\(^3\) established several principles of IM, including: i) a relational partnership between patients and practitioners; ii) the holistic consideration of health, wellness, and disease; iii) care centered around mind, body, and spirit; iv) an emphasis on healing sciences as a catalyst for the body’s innate abilities; v) more natural, less invasive interventions; vi) individualized and prevention-focused care; and vii) IM practitioners exemplification of IM principles through commitment to self-development and self-exploration. Throughout what Fadlon\(^11\) has coined the holistic turn, patients, providers, and medical facilities have spent the past several decades creating and refining these principles through the implementation of new ways to use biomedical modalities, while offering less invasive, less expensive treatments.\(^1\) Importantly, IM was not IM was not intended to replace biomedicine, but work in conjunction with traditional methods where both modalities rely on evidence-based approaches and patient-centered wellness.

Collaboration between biomedicine and IM has not been as fluid or amicable as proponents of IM would like. Early on in the introduction of IM, biomedical practitioners were accused of incorporating alternative medicine into their own practices to serve the purpose of preserving the hegemony of medicine by co-opting the most attractive components of holism.\(^12\) Research reveals that tensions exist in collaboration, legitimacy, consistency, and unification between biomedical and integrative providers, often due to a lack of support from the health care system;\(^13\) research is needed to understand how collaboration might occur between varied health models.\(^14\) However, increasingly biomedical providers seem to be in favor of institutional integration and collaboration with IM providers.\(^15-17\)

Since its establishment, IM has faced harsh and, in many cases, unfounded criticisms. In addition to macro-level tensions and institutional constraints surrounding the inclusion of IM into biomedical health care settings, patients and physicians find they must defend the use of and need for IM on a day-to-day basis. As more and more physicians and patients utilize IM, they discover ways to negotiate these tensions to negotiate these tensions by becoming advocates for integrative approaches to health.

Advocacy in health care settings

Advocacy has been studied in a variety of health contexts, with research focusing on interpersonal advocacy, self-advocacy, and institutional advocacy. Interpersonal advocacy literature emphasizes how loved ones function as advocates for their family members, romantic partners, or children. In health care settings, interpersonal advocacy
can occur when partners advocate for one another during cardiology office visits, when parents advocate for children suffering from complex chronic illnesses, and when mothers become a voice for their children with down syndrome. Research has also addressed self-advocacy behaviors among long-term cancer survivors, patients with AIDS, and young students with developmental disabilities. Finally, research reveals how institutional advocacy occurs in organizations like Planned Parenthood and Relay for Life.

Advocacy plays an integral role in communication surrounding IM between patients and physicians. Unfortunately, research has found that patients who believe in IM are hesitant to disclose their use of CAM to primary physicians. A 2011 survey by AARP and NCCAM – available from: https://nccih.nih.gov/sites/nccam.nih.gov/files/news/camstats/2010/NCCAM_aarp_survey.pdf – exploring disclosure between people aged 50 or older and their health care providers revealed that nearly half of participants (47%) reported using CAM within the past 12 months, but only one-third discussed CAM with their health care provider. Further, patients were twice as likely to initially bring up CAM than their physician, which aligns with the notion that patients don’t bring it up because providers don’t ask. In a comprehensive review of literature assessing patient disclosure of CAM to medical practitioners, Robinson and McGrail discovered the most common reason why patients do not disclose CAM to conventional providers is fear of receiving a negative response. Ironically, research reveals that 90.9% of people were found to discuss biomedical treatments with their naturopathic providers. Scholars concerned with low patient disclosure regarding CAM use have explored patient education interventions, which have been found to help patients become more proactive and effective in conversing with practitioners about CAM. Although health care systems have come a long way in the integration of complementary medicine with biomedicine modalities, progress still needs to be made in how patients communicate advocacy for CAM and IM.

Patient advocates of IM are often most focused on taking responsibility for their health and well-being. Willard contends those who follow integrative medical practices take control of their bodies. They do not place the fate of their bodies in the hands of a professional; rather, they participate in the creation and management of their health (p. 141). While this notion is written about patients, we believe IM practitioners experience similar turning points in which they are left to take control of their professional fate. In the face of institutional and societal criticism, IM practitioners often become advocates for themselves and their practice of IM, yet there is limited research focusing on providers’ perspectives of their advocacy of IM. We believe this perspective is best illuminated through providers’ narratives, wherein IM practitioners tell stories of their initial interests in IM and how those interests manifested in their educational and professional experiences.

Understanding advocacy through narrative

While some conventional health care stakeholders may still believe that holistic, alternative, complementary, and IM are illegitimate modalities of health, it is clear that IM practitioners find themselves in the position of communicating advocacy for patient-centered health that centers around mind, body, and spirit. IM providers become proponents of embodied health care while living as embodied characters in narratives that identify and divide, cooperate and compete, perform and motivate. Providers’ experiences and stories of practicing IM in predominantly biomedical settings reveal internal and external struggles that they face in attempting to legitimize their prescribed methods. Advocacy is rooted in seeking commitment and support from others; being an advocate implies gaining political commitment and policy support through organized social action with the involvement of committed individuals, support from influential forces and the involvement of concerned sectors of society (p. 48). It becomes interesting to consider the ways in which providers accomplish advocacy in health settings that are predominantly staffed by providers with no IM training or who do not believe in IM.

Therefore, in an effort to better understand how IM providers perceive the ways they communicatively construct moments of advocacy, this research focuses on the following question:

RQ: What do the narratives of IM providers reveal about their advocacy for IM?

Methods

This research is designed to investigate how providers describe the ways they communicate advocacy for IM. The interviews for this research were conducted with providers practicing IM in a center for IM.

The research site

The Center (pseudonym) is part of a larger medical system that operates under a standard biomedical model of care via five campuses, a network of clinics, and over 2600 affiliated physicians. The Center houses approximately twenty providers, eight of whom are medical doctors (MDs), twelve of whom are nurses, IM providers (e.g., acupuncture, nutrition, biofeedback, guided imagery, healing touch, and hypnosis, to name a few), and instructors of IM classes (yoga, meditation, vegetarian cooking, Qigong, and Tai Chi to name a few). The Center serves over 2,500 patients monthly who typically access the Center via referrals from The Hospital.

The Center stands apart from the health care system it serves, located in a separate building, miles away from...
any of the five five main campuses. The Center was founded upon the philosophy that healing starts from within, and aims to blend evidence-based complementary and alternative therapies with conventional Western medicine in a ‘best of both worlds’ approach. People visiting The Center may be seeking treatment and relief for a range of illnesses, including cancer, diabetes, heart disease, weight management, gastro-intestinal concerns, acute or chronic pain relief, or stress; however, the Clinic began through an effort to offer IM treatments specifically to cardiology patients.

Participant information and recruitment

The Center agreed to participate in this research study with Internal Review Board approval and under the supervision of one primary provider at The Center. Nine providers at The Center agreed to be interviewed. Of the nine providers, three are registered nurse practitioners and six are MDs. Of the MDs, four are cardiologists, and two are family medicine practitioners. All providers have additional training, certifying them as IM Specialists, and have selected interests in pain management, acupuncture, biofeedback, hypnosis, reiki therapy, or other IM modalities. The sample included five females and four males. No age or racial demographics were officially collected for this study, at the request of participants.

Interview data collection

We extended our initial invitation to providers to participate in our study at one of their weekly meetings. We followed up by contacting providers via email or telephone. Once participants replied to our correspondences and scheduled appointments, interviews were conducted at The Center or in nearby locations at the convenience of participants.

The narrative interviews were open-ended, encouraging providers to tell stories about their interest and training in IM and their experience in providing IM at The Center. The interviews ranged in length from thirty minutes to an hour and forty-five minutes. We conducted several interviews with three specific providers because of their extensive roles either as our key informant coordinating our study or because of their roles as outgoing or incoming Director of The Center.

Data analysis

Once all interviews were transcribed, our data set included over ten hours of audio content and 167 pages of transcripts. We engaged in narrative analysis of the transcripts, locating the stories providers tell about advocacy, assuming that narratives or stories hold special powers as windows into the individual and social world (p. 4). Our narrative analysis of the data occurred through three phases. Phase One involved all three authors reading through the complete set of transcripts and open-coding excerpts of discourse where providers offered stories of some form of communicating advocacy for IM. In Phase Two, the authors dialogued about their independent version of the patterned ways that the providers communicated advocacy for IM. Through this extended conversation, the authors identified and agreed upon the stories that represented three categories of communicating advocacy: i) advocacy as resonance with the mission of IM; ii) advocacy as negotiation of dialectic tensions; and iii) advocacy as the formation of communities of support. In Phase Three, each author, responsible for one of these three categories, returned to the transcripts to locate stories that represented that category. As much as possible, we made an effort to include the voices of all nine providers. The results of this research, presented in the next section, elaborate the meanings of communicating advocacy in each of the three categories.

Communicating advocacy for integrative medicine

Trailblazing is a word that is often used to describe the work that providers engage in to advocate for the use of IM. First, the results of this investigation reveal that providers communicate advocacy for IM because they resonate with its mission. Second, providers find themselves continuously constructing and communicating this advocacy in their provision of health care because of the challenges or tensions that often exist in the health care system. Finally, providers discover that their advocacy is communicated and maintained through the formation of community with others, including providers, patients, and the public. Each of the subsections that follow offer the stories providers tell that offer evidence of these three ways of communicating advocacy.

Advocacy begins with providers’ resonance with the mission of integrative medicine

All nine of the providers in this study spoke of the ways that they became advocates for lifestyle changes and healing modalities that consider the whole person. They speak of something that occurred in their families, their socialization in medicine, a personal experience or pivotal moment, or just how they feel different in some way. For most, these were foundational ideas they continue to draw upon in their work as MDs as nurses, or as CAM practitioners.

One of the predominant foundations that establishes providers’ advocacy for IM is familial resonance. These stories reveal experiences with family members that set the stage for their advocacy. One provider describes how influential his grandparents were:

You know, it started with my grandparents. They are very, very – you know, they were considered like the health nuts of our family. You know, there was like a funny joke about them when I was younger. But as I
got older I understood that they actually knew what they were doing. They were big into complementary alternative medicine. I learned a lot just kind of growing up in their house about you know, healthy, not healthy, the things that they did. I mean they – yeah. They avoided doctors forever. You know, so that’s kind of where it started.

Hughes spoke of the ways that his approach to medicine is to focus on lifestyle one-on-one with his patients; in his words, “I’m not going to call it coaching, but you know, it just has to change or else the system is going to break and I think integrative is the way it’s going to end up. But grandparents were not the only family members that played a foundational role in providers’ advocacy.

Four other providers talked about the ways that parents influenced their advocacy for IM. Silverman suggested that his advocacy began with his dad’s career: “My dad was a botanist so I think I had some interest in plants and stuff. So when we came here, I really started working here without knowing much about integrative medicine.

Providers of IM speak of the value of supplementing biomedicine with healing through plant-based nutrition, as well as Chinese herbal medicine that uses different parts of plants to create teas, capsules, and liquid extracts. It is clear that this was an important foundation for Silverman. This philosophy was also instrumental for Iverson through her upbringing in an Asian country:

“So my parents definitely instilled within me the foundations of good health as really the foundations of living in a healthful way. And they didn’t believe in using medications unless it was absolutely necessary.

Familial resonance became the foundation for a focus on IM for two of the providers because of their experience with family illness or death. Tali believes his advocacy is tied directly to his father’s death:

“I wanted to do medicine because of my dad’s history, we were in and out of the hospital forever…[My first year off residency] is when my father passed away. It just didn’t make sense to me…He had had open heart surgery for valve replacement, back surgeries, he had had all of his lung cancer site, he had aTBI, he had a pacemaker…but he was on all the right medicines and insulin and still died and I was sitting there when he died just scratching my head like where did we go wrong.”

In Tali’s view, “the problem was, not one doctor ever talked to him about the way he eats, what he was eating, about what he was not doing for exercise, about his weight problem. So, with this familial history, it is not surprising that as an IM cardiologist, Tali’s specialty is in lifestyle management and nutrition.

One other provider who is a cardiologist describes the early deaths of her mother and brother as the beginnings of her understanding of the heart and cardiology as more than its biological functioning.

“I’ve kind of got a lot of loss in my early life. You know, I lost my mom when I was 8, my brother when I was 10, so I realized the importance of grief, and when I work with my patients, I really understand, you know, it got me thinking that broken heart is so much more than just oh gee, I have high cholesterol, and of course, the research supports that, right? So it made me aware of the dynamics that go on in families when there’s loss, when there’s grief, when someone is ill, you know, all of these things.

Halloway tells us that as a cardiologist she is always thinking about what she needs to do to keep people healthy: Well I need nutrition, I need exercise, I need people to transform the way they respond to stress and tensions, whether it’s through prayer, yoga, meditation. She found that it was her own trauma and her experience of putting in stent after stent as a cardiologist that led her to advocate for what can be done for patients, besides drugs, and within families to help prevent coronary disease in the first place.

Familial resonance was not the only foundation for providers’ advocacy for IM. Five providers talked about the ways they felt different than others and that difference was foundational in feeling resonance with and advocating for any and all ways to offer healing and health to patients. Halloway talks about the need she felt to do medicine differently:

“So all of these things and witnessing all of these things have really made me say, you know, we need to do medicine differently. We can’t just keep putting in stents and giving people drugs. I mean that’s what I was doing, and we need to complete the circle of care, which is what led to the birth of [The Center].

Halloway tells us that she is different than most doctors: I will never be a doctor that sees a patient every 15 minutes, get them in, get them out…I would rather go back to the old fish doctor’s office, to be honest with you, and get paid in eggs than practice medicine [that way]. Tali tells us that he didn’t know he was interested in IM, but that he knew that what he believed in about medicine was different than most doctors:

“I was just interested in more lifestyle, which is still my big focus. You know, with all the different aspects of IM from energy work to different mind-body modalities to supplements etc., the lifestyle stuff of eating right, exercise and good coping with stress and anxiety and depression, that’s my passion.

Whether it is a passion or just a feeling, most of the providers in our study found themselves drawn to IM in a magical kind of way. Hadley speaks in the same voice as many of the providers when she tells us:

“I don’t know if you’ve had people tell you, but I think many of us have a strong belief that people find their way here for a reason, even the staff as well as the patients…I heard talk of starting an IM center, and I don’t know. I can’t tell you what it was. I just knew it was a feeling of yes, this is where I need to be.”
For some providers, the sense that there was another way of looking at things began much earlier, in some cases before they were even thinking about medical school. Two of the providers described feeling different or feeling drawn to something different and wanting to look at things from a different paradigm. Carson, the only provider we interviewed that began in IM and then became an MD says this:

*In high school and college, I became very interested in eastern philosophy and so I think that was sort of the gateway of there’s this whole other way of looking at things. So I began doing meditation, tai chi, and one of my professors said, you know, you should do a fellowship which allows you to go study other healthcare systems, knowing I was premed and going into this healthcare system.*

For another provider, Morris, this whole other way of *looking at things* was part of his personality growing up:

*So then I go into residency and I mean these things are still in my head. I mean I was always kind of a goofy kid with strange ideas and, you know, interested in supernatural and whatever, you know? All the strange sci fi and stuff. So that’s kind of the paradigm that I came in to this with was, you know, this Star Trek mentality...I was very interested in like metaphysical approaches and the mind, what is the mind and so I was very abstract in my thought process.*

Morris goes on to say that *I always think outside of the box...I can’t think in a box and I can’t function that way.* Like many of the other providers in this study, he began to look for things that connected with the paradigm that resonated with his personality.

What we learn then in this first category is that advocacy for IM begins with providers’ resonance with the mission of IM. Sometimes that resonance is something that returns them to their upbringing, a parent’s or grandparent’s philosophy, or a unique personality trait. Other times, it can be a pivotal moment or a personal experience where their passion clicks in, and they feel this strong resonance with IM. Their voices speak in unison as resonant with IM’s13,38and as a result, the tensions they must face enacting IM13,38and advocating for IM. What is clear is that there is a fine line between each of these two tensions; they overlap in many ways as revealed in our discussion of each.

**Advocacy is continuously constructed in negotiating dialectic tensions**

Trailblazing for IM providers translates to continuous negotiation of remnant and real dialectic tensions communicated in a health care system that values evidence-based medicine as historically represented well in biomedicine and more recently in CAM. IM has been described as a successful bridging of biomedicine and CAM, but not without polarizing qualifications that are oversimplified14 and challenges to collaboration that are vital for integration.15 In this second category of communicating advocacy we focus on what we have located in providers’ narratives as the predominant dialectic tensions they negotiate with other providers, patients, families, and the general public. These interactions become avenues for advocating for IM and their ideology of care.

Communicating about these tensions does not necessarily pit biomedicine and CAM against one another, but instead the tensions reveal opportunities to open up dialogue and advocate for health care reform. As Todorov37 suggests about stepping outside of the frame of *them versus us: the relations between A and B are in a state of permanent formation and transformation; they continue to alter in the very process of communication* (p. 55). Providers in this study put into words their conceptualizations of these tensions and conversations they have with others about these tensions; in the process, the providers voice their visualization of the transformations in medicine they believe in, enact, and advocate for in the evolution of the health care system. The two subsections that follow offer providers’ stories of two prominent tensions. Their communication reveals the ways that powerful economic and political interests still dominate the context of IM13,38 and as a result, the tensions they must face enacting and advocating for IM. What is clear is that there is a fine line between each of these two tensions; they overlap in many ways as revealed in our discussion of each.

**Health-care with disease-care**

Providers’ voice their interest in integrating biomedicine with the CAM modalities – integrating health-care with disease-care. However, a tension exists in trying to accomplish both – the tension is often referred to as occurring between science and compassion or education and cost. Part of the problem as Halloway states is that the incentive in the health care system is on enacting a protocol that focuses on the disease and reimbursement without engaging in health-care (e.g., prevention or lifestyle education), which is typically not reimbursed:

*You must remember healthcare is not healthcare, it’s disease care. And it is still today, God willing it will change. But medicine is incentivized, physicians are incentivized for doing things for people, right. So I’m going in – you know, if you’re a cardiologist that practices lifestyle change versus a cardiologist that’s putting in stents, the lifestyle change cardiologist is making maybe a third of the money, maybe less.*

It is not surprising then that these providers believe in disease-care WITH health-care, which Morris describes in this way:

*And to me, it really just means that you’re using the best of what’s available to the patient that has ac-
The emphasis on disease-care and what can be reimbursed, as Halloway points out:

“...So this totally changes the incentives. The incentives right now are for me to do things to people. If I just put a pacemaker in you, a stent, a device, or even do a biopsy on your skin, I get paid a lot of money. If I say, talk to you about how to eat, exercise, and hear your life story. I get paid nothing, you know, so we’re going to have a big shift in his country, and they’re going to wake up, and they’re going to go holy cow, where have we been?”

Essentially, it is through communication that IM, disease-care and health-care, unite. It occurs in big and small moments where providers and patients communicate with one another. But as indicated by Hadley, the evidence for that value does not exist:

“...We don’t show – we don’t have the numbers, the data...It’s the million dollar question [what is success], and we haven’t created a way to capture that fully because it comes through interaction and verbally...We, as the staff, we know it, we recognize it because people will say, ‘This is the best thing I ever did for myself,’ or, ‘You can imagine how much I’ve changed,’ and from their point of view, they have. Recently one man told me, ‘You know, you gave me an apple to eat one day when my blood sugar was low. I hadn’t eaten an apple in 20 years and now I’m buying apples.’ How do you measure something like that?...Most of the feedback about success comes to us personally.”

People have come to this on their own terms and on their own time, states Halloway. For all of these providers, disease care and health care belong together as a different model — they have come to it and hope that as health care reform takes places, others will too.

All nine providers talked about how the practices they engage in represent the value they place on integrating medicine, the ways they blend disease-care with health-care. But they also spoke of the emphasis that the U.S. health care system places on disease-care — in terms of what is reimbursed and the lack of emphasis placed on and reimbursement for integration. They describe the difficulty of communicating and creating partnerships with other providers and patients because of the politics surrounding CAM and IM.

**Partnership with politics**

A second major tension that IM providers describe is one where they advocate for partnership with others in utilizing IM, but they describe how politics within the health care system interrupt or restrict that partnership. All nine providers would agree that if the IM partnership was strong, they could work together politically to advocate for IM within the larger health care system and for national health care reform. The words of providers help us to understand what they see as the composition of this tension.

Generally speaking, providers who only have disease-
The tension between partnership and politics plays out between IM providers and other medical doctors. Halloway puts it metaphorically this way:

*They're saying...the fruit on the tree is sick. We're going to keep drugging it, doing surgery. We're saying the food is sick. Let's fix the soil. And they will say we agree with that, but they don't do it. They give it lip service.*

One issue that stands in the way of creating a partnership with other providers is a lack of understanding about what IM is. Tali describes it in this way:

*We're not doing anything special here, we’re focusing on lifestyle and on nutrition and exercise. We’re getting people -- we’re thinking outside the box if somebody doesn’t want to do a stent then we’ll say okay we will use supplements, you know? I mean I guess we don’t believe this is rocket science. We believe this is the way you should do medicine.*

Tali talks about his efforts to advocate for a partnership with other providers by attending a medical group meeting, asking them *Hey, why don’t you guys hire our acupuncturists.* They looked at me like I had literally asked them if Mars was green.

A second issue that restricts the partnership with other medical doctors is the assumptions they make about IM. Some, for example, see IM as just one modality, for example acupuncture, as Halloway points out:

*this is part of the confusion about IM because when they look here, they just think oh, it’s about acupuncture. They don’t realize it’s about teaching people to eat, getting people exercising, helping people deal with their anger, their hopelessness, their stress, their depression, putting them together in community, all of which has beautiful research to support this, and the data supports it.*

Other providers do not refer their patients to The Center, partner with IM providers, or advocate for IM because they do not see it as related to the work they do. As Carson points out:

*But I would say we still have folks that either don’t know about it, feel it’s a separate silo or they have been negatively impressioned that this somehow is not quite what is the true clinical medicine. So they don’t even mention it. So I think that is the key.*

One reason they may not mention it has to do with an assumption a provider might make about a patient choosing IM as a replacement for biomedicine, as Halloway cautions:

*So a lot of people in the beginning thought IM was about substituting things. You know, instead of my chemotherapy, I’ll take herbs. Instead of my statin, I’ll take red yeast rice. It’s got nothing to do with that.*

Carson suggests that advocacy work means that the IM providers need to consider how to build better bridges with all providers, especially the ones that see their work as unrelated to IM.

*So it’s not just a matter of helping the physician identify if this is the right patient or illness that would benefit from coming to The Center, but also getting that physician to realize that potentially all patients could benefit from that.*

However, as the IM providers point out, building bridges can be difficult when there are still providers that battle the concept of IM by making notes in the medical record *You know, this patient is doing supplements, which have never been proven and I needed to stop them now.*

The tension between partnership and politics is also represented in the relationship between IM providers and patients and the lack of a support system for patients who seek IM. Iverson describes it as a stumbling block for patients trying to get to IM, but facing resistance from other providers:

*Oh, there’s plenty of resistance within the [health care] system. A lot of my patients say I really have to work hard to get to you even within the [health care] family...Because there’s still plenty of physicians within the [health care] system even ones that have been here for more than a decade who still don’t quite know that we exist or what do we do...So there’s still a lot of ignorance that exists even within [the health care system]...[Others are] more resistant to sending because they feel like there’s still more that they could do. But the patient is like ‘no, I don’t want to have medications, I want to have these other alternatives’ and they’re like, ‘No, no, you don’t need to go over there,’ but they kept on persisting with it. It took them multiple visits with their primary care doctors to get them to be referred over to us.*

In the end patients suffer when they are not able to get the health care they need or desire, and when providers don’t understand or resist IM. Halloway speculates that a wide range of factors stand in the way of advocating for and providing the support system for patients to gain access to IM. In her view, it begins at the top:

*If the senior administration doesn’t understand what IM is about, it doesn’t get that IM is about more efficient care that will cost less, focus on prevention, chronic disease management, then it will never go anywhere because they won’t invest in it.*

So partnership with administration is an important step in advocacy, but so too is the partnership with other providers, communicating the value that IM has for patients, as Halloway elaborates:

*We have to recognize that there are global healing traditions in the world, right, and these global healing traditions are called traditional Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine, homeopathy, naturopathy, allopathic medicine which is what I was trained to do with medical school. So all of these global healing traditions have value. It’s only allopathic medicine that fo-
cuses on disease. Every other global healing tradition says prevent the disease, right? The best physicians are the ones that prevent the disease in the first place.

The providers in this study see advocacy for IM as advocacy for prevention and for managing the stress and depression that often accompanies disease. But as they point out, advocacy has been restricted by a lack of understanding of IM, assumptions others have made about IM, and even others feeling threatened by IM.

Politics is represented here in these stories through all the ways that people communicate to express or protect their interests. But if we begin to see politics as the art of making what appears to be impossible possible, then politics and partnerships become powerful ways to advocate for IM in health care systems and in health care reform. Our third and final category of communicating advocacy reveals the ways in which providers describe their efforts to form communities of support for IM.

**Advocacy is maintained through the formation of communities of support**

At the same time that providers acknowledge the ongoing dialectic tensions they must communicatively manage, they also talk about the ways they have been successful in forming communities of support. The notion of community articulated by the providers in this study frames health issues and IM within a capacities – rather within a deficits – perspective. These are represented in the stories of communicating advocacy through: i) a community of donors; ii) a community of providers; and iii) a community of patients.

**Advocacy through a community of donors**

All nine of the providers in one way or another speak to moments when they advocate for their foundational IM philosophy. In some ways, that is what our first category Providers’ Resonance with the Mission of IM speaks to. But here it is more than the origins of or resonance with this philosophy; these are moments where the words of the providers describe the origins of The Center and what it took to advocate in ways that a community of donors could be established to guarantee its survival. The next two passages provide insight into the foundation of The Center’s philosophy and the ways the two founders, Halloway and Lindholm communicated advocacy within the health care system and a community of donors. The words of Halloway describe the community created through their initial advocacy:

So Lindholm and I literally sat at her kitchen table and we said we can’t just stop doing what we’re doing. We can’t at the end of this research say okay, study is over, no more yoga classes, no more exercise, no more cooking school. I mean we have created a community. People loved it. So we wrote the concept to creating a Center for IM and the vision that we came up with was healing people and changing lives through science and compassion. Because we wanted that combination of everything evidence based and yet coming from love and compassion. Coming from really connecting on the human level.

After they gained the verbal support from the CEO of the medical system, he indicated that he had no money to support them. But that did not stop Halloway and Lindholm. They relied on their community to advocate for the support they needed.

Because of our research, we had some very sick patients who also happened to be wealthy and they said we want you to continue this work and they began to fund us and support us. What started as a very, what we call bohemia, you know, just a couple of us in the basement downstairs and we had no chairs or desks but what we had was plenty of love and a lot of heart, you know, and the patients responded to that...We got patients to come in and paint murals on the wall so it didn’t look like a blank wall. They came in and painted a beautiful mural. Everybody was sort of part of it, you know.

The community was very interested in finding a way for the two paradigms to work together. Every single one of the providers told success stories, where their advocacy for IM paid off in terms of reaching people and convincing them of the value of their foundational philosophy. In the passage below, Lindholm speaks about one of those success moments when a large donation was offered after Halloway presented their idea.

So it was a very closed meeting only for these donors and administrators and so I sneaked in the back of the room and Halloway was already on the podium and this was live. So she puts the first slide and it had golden gate bridge and it was god preaching the alternative and conventional medicine. So... she put the slide up [and said] boy that’s a bridge over troubled waters. And...everyone started laughing because it was – you know, Halloway is a good presenter...It was so tense...And in front of me were two doctors who I know I had worked for years, very conservative doctors and they were now in administration so when she was doing this and showing like what we were planning to do, one of them looked at the other and said boy she has guts and the other one goes ‘yes’...So now we didn’t know if she was going to get booed out or get the standing ovation. She did get a standing ovation and one man got up and said I have never heard anyone, any doctor ever talking like this, so I’m going to give for your dream. I’m going to give half a million dollars. Yeah. So Halloway said ‘I don’t know who you are but can I give you a kiss. So he had become a major donor’.

Along with advocacy being communicated by the founders through a community of donors who helped establish The Center and keep it running, advocacy was communicated through the community of providers.
Advocacy through a community of physicians

All nine providers offered many examples of pivotal moments when they communicated advocacy for IM with each other or with physicians outside The Center. Each story built upon another with the underlying message that the community of IM supporters is growing. These are stories of success, of confidence, and of hope for the future of IM.

One central locale of this advocacy is within the community of providers that work with patients at The Center and believe in IM, as Iverson describes:

Well I envision it kind of a parallel track where we’re able to spend some quality time in team building more on a person-to-person level not so much as physicians or nurses or whatever. Having that type of interaction to really have a more humanistic look at each person and then having some purposeful roundtable discussions on common problems that you see or some unusual problems that we don’t see and how can we collaborate and have not necessarily a formulaic approach or some sort of flow chart, but maybe there are different ways of looking at the same problems by different people.

Halloway elaborates on her vision of how this collaborative community would communicate:

There’s a once-a-week sit-down collaboration. The whole team sits in there…and discusses with the patient. And so you have the psychologist giving their input. You have the nutritionist giving their input, the nurses giving their input, exercise physiology is giving input. Everybody is discussing that patient, right? And that to me is the ideal.

While this is a vision of the ideal, one of the providers describes how he sees this vision of a collaborative community being enacted in part at The Center on a day-to-day basis:

It’s all streamlined. So it’s like when we see a patient and we say the need X, Y, and Z. Well X, Y, and Z is right below us and so when they go down and they get their training or they get their physical therapy or cardiac rehab, that nurse can like instantly call me, page me and say ‘Yo, I just got this person on the treadmill and they’re not doing well.’ So instantly I can know. I can even go down there and see. So there’s always this communication going on with our patients…because we’re kept in the loop. So it’s good that we keep getting updates so that by the time we see them, we know they’ve been through all of this and we’re ready to see them. We don’t have to go hunting for what were the cardiac rehab results or what did the dietician say. It’s all there.

In addition to communicating advocacy within the community of providers at The Center, the providers voiced their triumphs in collaborating with physicians outside The Center; they describe the advocacy that is communicated in a growing community of providers who are not trained in IM, but now see its benefits and legitimacy.

At times these pivotal moments focus on referrals and other times they focus on a particular patient another physician needs advice about. Halloway describes how she built The Center around Cardiology, but one day a physician from another specialty called her:

And then all of a sudden, a couple of years ago, I got a call from the head of the Cancer Center, and he said to me, ‘Patient seems to think nutrition has something to do with cancer so can you provide us some nutrition classes?’ I said, ‘Absolutely. Happy to, you know, because it got to them, and now they say to me, ‘Can you do a lecture on transforming stress on my body for cancer patients?’

This was a shift from physicians’ earlier position when the IM providers sensed that the other physicians did not believe in what The Center offers. Carson described a similar pivotal moment:

I mean just this week there’s been one doctor who’s been here the whole 12 years I’ve been here, who I don’t think has referred a patient, is sort of one of the old guard. And just this last week he…emailed me [about a] neuropathy patient where nothing has worked, ‘Can you please see her?’ I was like wow, we got to pick that up and get her in as soon as possible and make this as positive a case. Because that’s what goes back and he says ‘okay I don’t know exactly what he did or what the techniques are or the herbs, but it helped and she’s better, she’s safe and nothing crazy happened so I’m going to send more folks’. I think that’s the easiest way.

One provider and one patient at a time, providers communicate advocacy for IM, building a stronger and larger community of supporters. Several of the providers described how often that shift in perspective to believe in and support IM comes when a physician outside The Center becomes a patient, as described here by Tali:

So...a week ago last Friday I had a neurologist call me up…and she’s like ‘You know, I’m having palpitations. Do you mind seeing me?’ So I said, ‘Sure, come on over.’ So she comes over. I spent about an hour with her. I went through everything but her palpitations, because it’s everything else that causes it. So we spent a lot of time, she looks at me and she’s like ‘How do you do this? You spend all this time and you not once looked at the computer or look at your paper. You just talk to me.’ And I’m like ‘It’s because that’s what we do here. That’s listening to your patient, that’s the whole caring for the whole person, you know.’ I’m like ‘The palpitations are easy. I’ll get a Holter, I’ll get an echo, I’ll test you for that. That’s what I’ve been trained as a cardiologist to do. It’s a harder to figure out why you’re truly in this situation, what else is going on, what else could be contributing that kind of thing. I don’t want to just give you pills.’
She totally walked out with this epiphany...That’s our best tool is to have other physicians experience it.

Advocacy occurred in this connection between the IM provider and the physician-patient; through communication and listening, a provider from outside The Center joined the community of supporters. Ultimately, this is the advocacy that most of the providers talked about a great deal – communicating advocacy with patients, one-by-one, day in and day out.

Advocacy through a community of patients

Similar to their stories of pivotal moments with providers outside The Center, IM providers offered stories of pivotal moments with patients where they advocated for IM. While most often these are success stories of reaching, educating, or transforming a patient, one in particular was striking in terms of what it offered about the philosophy of IM and communicating with patients. Hadley told us about a psychologist that works within The Center, one-on-one with patients or conducting support groups for people in the intensive Lifestyle management program.

Phillips described one gentleman who we knew he wasn’t getting it. He didn’t get the connection. He didn’t get the power of what the program could do for him. Phillips said he is on an island surrounded by a mote, and there’s a wall. He’s got a wall up in front of him, and there’s broken glass on top of the wall. And you know, Phillips encourages us to hold everyone in the space of possibility of change, and who knows when. At some time in the future, something that man did here will strike a cord and we can’t know how far down the road that might happen, if it does. But right now, any attempt to reach him over that high wall with broken glass on it, it isn’t going to happen because he won’t allow it. And it’s a pretty neat space to work in when you can respect everyone’s path...Phillips has given us one of our many mottos and that is we drip irrigate here. And if people aren’t ready, it’s okay, we’ll respect that.

Drip-irrigating for Phillips is a process of educating, offering resources, support, and encouragement, and opening spaces for them to discover what changes they can make. This was the case for a patient of Carson’s named Carol:

We have a number of those patients who bounced between myself and...other pain specialists...[She] had been seen by me over ten years as well as multiple other doctors for injections, medications, fibromyalgia, low back pain. She was in a wheeled scooter. And what the collaboration taught me was it was failing. Like everyone was doing things to her and she wasn’t doing anything for herself and we’re enabling that. [Carol came back] four months ago and she’s morbidly obese...I said we have to stop talking about the pain and start talking about your metabolic workings...So she was one of our first new clients for this I-fit care model where she wears...a body media brace on her arm that tells her caloric burn rate 24/7...Me the dietician, the exercise physiologist, the behaviorist all can see that, you know, real time. And we can give her suggestions online and she’s lost 50 pounds in a...rational period of time after entire life of never being able to lose significant weight or keep it off...Until the patient was brought back in and said the real issue is can we get your lifestyle back in order and [now] she’s out of the scooter, she’s running on a treadmill. She actually volunteers downstairs to enroll new clients for us.

In the process of advocating for this one patient, Carson has helped this patient to become an advocate for other patients, supporting them toward the kind of success that she has had and expanding the community of patients who advocate for IM. Carson tells us about studies of patient satisfaction with IM and what they find is that it is a lot about the communication and the connection and not being rushed.

Communicating advocacy for IM is accomplished in a multitude of ways. The stories of providers in this study reveal that it begins with providers’ resonance with the mission of IM, something that may occur when they are young, in their families, or even because of a pivotal moment in their personal lives. Communicating advocacy is not always an easy task, especially when providers face systemic dialectic tensions that they must manage in their medical practice of integrating their biomedical expertise with their CAM expertise. Finally, and possibly most significantly, communicating advocacy is accomplished through communities of supporters – health administrators, donors, providers outside The Center, and every single day, with patients. Pivotal moments, epiphanies, vision, connections, and daily drip-irrigation are all important for communicating advocacy for IM.

Discussion

This research focuses on the narratives of IM providers and what they revealed about communicating advocacy. First, advocacy narratives often begin with turning point moments involving family members and their health. Participants relied on past histories and familial memories to construct narratives that revealed the emergence of their initial interests to study IM. Nearly every participant told stories that involved being drawn to IM philosophies at an early age after being influenced by a family member, including: grandparents’ philosophy of life (Hughes), parent’s teaching of healthy practices (Iverson), a father’s career as a botanist (Silverman), a father’s illness and death (Tali), and a mother’s early death (Halloway). Second, the results revealed that providers engage in advocacy through a continuous process of communicating to manage tensions and contradictions that arise in a health care system that has not fully embraced
IM. Finally, the results revealed the importance that IM providers place on communicating in ways that construct a community of professionals who advocate for IM. In the subsections that follow, we offer conclusions that we draw from these results, theoretical and practical implications of the results, and the directions for future research.

Conclusions

Providers’ narratives offer insights about the significant role that advocacy for IM plays in family communication, professional communication, and in provider-patient communication. Two predominant conclusions can be drawn from these results. First and foremost, providers’ narratives reveal that advocacy is centered on patients. This is not surprising, since patient-centeredness is a cornerstone of IM as a health care philosophy and approach. The results reveal that IM providers not only treat their patients with an integration of biomedicine and holistic therapies, but also strive to empower patients to take an active role in their health management; this is a tenant that aligns with the notion that IM patients are given the agency to take control of their own health.30 We see this through Tali’s story of meeting with a coworker and neurologist experiencing heart palpitations, as well as Carson’s narrative surrounding Carol, a patient who has had appointments at The Center for over a decade and has since become a volunteer to help with IM client enrollment. The story of Carol is particularly powerful when considering how advocacy functions on a relational level, where her experience of healing through IM helped her to become an advocate for prospective IM patients. Although provider advocacy narratives often center around success stories with patients with the central mission of getting physician[s] to realize that potentially all patients could benefit from [IM], being an advocate of IM also involves being content with patients who are not convinced of the merits of IM: if people aren’t ready, it’s okay: we’ll respect that. Therefore, IM providers’ narratives of advocacy often focus on patient stories and the role the providers play in changing patients’ lives.

A second conclusion that can be drawn from the results of this study is the need for innovative changes in the ways that medicine is practiced in the U.S. While these providers’ personal histories provided an invaluable foundation to draw upon in communicating advocacy for IM, they all faced structural roadblocks everywhere throughout the health care system. For one, the way that medicine is practiced often creates a series of silos based upon specializations, where communication and advocacy is restricted. The providers in this study spoke to the difficulty of reaching physicians and patients who are localized in specific specialties such as cancer, rheumatology, neurology, and many others; advocacy for most of the providers in this study meant preaching to the choir of people who already believed in or were curious about IM. Second, The Center is decentralized and segregated from the other locations of this health care system. While some of the physicians believe that there may be value for patients in centralizing IM so that it is offered at every one of the five campuses, practically this would be difficult, not only in terms of staffing each with sufficient CAM modalities, but also because of the limited number of IM providers that work within the system. Third, and finally, the organization of the U.S. health care system does not facilitate the building of relationships with physicians. While this may be a goal for both providers and patients, especially in advocating for IM, it is often restricted by appointment time limitations, lack of continuity in Health Maintenance Organizations for consulting with the same physician at each appointment, and lack of reimbursement for CAM modalities in most health care plans.

While these two conclusions offer insight into the communicative processes that participants engage in to advocate for IM, a range of theoretical and practical implications for IM advocacy can be drawn from these results.

The results of this investigation offer a number of implications for theory; we will focus on two: narrative medicine and dialectic theory.

First, as a study that focuses on narrative, this investigation revealed that IM providers offer stories of their experience with patients that reveal their narrative competence. Halloway tells us that the book she has published is based on the true stories of patients whose lives changed drastically because of their use of IM. As well, all nine providers reveal in some way that they are practicing narrative medicine with empathy, reflection, and professionalism. Rita Charon, MD suggests that along with scientific ability, physicians need the ability to listen to the narratives of the patient, grasp and honor their meanings, and be moved to act on the patient’s behalf (p. 1897).30 Tali tells the story of spending an hour treating another physician, and her asking how she does it – spend this much time, not look at the computer, and just talk. Tali responds by saying “It's because that's what we do here. That’s listening to your patient, that's the whole caring for the whole person.” Narrative medicine is growing in popularity, especially through the work of Charon41 and colleagues in the Program in Narrative Medicine at Columbia University.42 However, it is important to consider the larger structural inequalities in our health care system that may constrain providers’ abilities to enact narrative medicine, no matter how much they advocate for it.43 As well, it is sometimes difficult for people to listen in socially just ways...to listen to stories that challenge them, stories that are from the margins, stories that are traditionally silenced.44 Sayantani DasGupta, MD suggests that providers need narrative humility so that they may improve relationships with patients, deepen their listening, deepen their medical practice, and become more accurate and effective at their diagnosis and treatment.
A second important theoretical implication is tied to dialectic theory, which relates to the contradictions or tensions that people may experience as they communicate with one another in relationships.45 As our results revealed, communicating advocacy is often complicated by tensions between disease care and health care, between partnerships and politics, between science and compassion, and between education and cost. These dialectic tensions fold into one another in ways that complicate communication and advocacy. This is especially the case because of how providers’ stance within these dialectic tensions is very much tied to their professional and personal identities, further limiting their communication of advocacy for IM.

The stakeholders that might find valuable insight from the providers’ narratives in this research may include other providers, health administrators, and of course patients and their families. We learn through this study that advocacy is never easy; therefore, the two practical implications we offer are tied to what we learned from providers about enacting advocacy.

One practical implication of this research is that even though all the providers in this study described personal or familial histories that created a strong foundation for their philosophy and practice of IM, translating that philosophy to strategies for communicating advocacy was a hit and miss process of learning the power of the story. Providers in this study lamented the fact that currently there is no system in place for documenting the success stories of IM. While dialogue has ensued about the ways that CAM can be evidence-based medicine throughout the U.S.,46,47 most health care systems have not developed or implemented systems for documenting evidence of the success of CAM and IM. Providers in this study suggest that advocacy for IM will take off and be much easier to accomplish with more intensive publication of scientific evidence of its value, not just in terms of clinical randomized trials, but in the systematic documentation of patients’ stories of the value of IM.

One way of accomplishing this documentation is through studies such as this one. The providers in this study initially were hesitant to share details of their experiences with IM, including some of their specific concerns with the organization and functioning of The Center. Yet, with time and rapport, each participant began to share ideas, that they had never verbalized before. Over the course of the interview, providers’ descriptions eventually began to deepen and reflections became more vivid.

Therefore, a second practical implication of this research is for health care systems to create specific opportunities for providers to share their advocacy narratives. These opportunities would offer providers a chance to reflect, interrogate, and visualize collectively. In this way, communication of advocacy within the health care system may alleviate some of the problems IM providers have encountered, including assumptions that IM providers are competing with their specialty, IM providers are stealing patients, or IM providers are quacks, grass pushers or herbal freaks. In this way, health care providers, along with other members of their communities, could begin to uncover new motivations and opportunities for advocacy. Additionally, since providers favor stories about patients when communicating advocacy, IM physicians might learn more about their own identity as an advocate by inviting patients to share narratives of their experiences with IM. There is merit in discovering how patients advocate for IM similarly or differently from providers, and how IM practitioners can refine their own advocacy messages through conversations with patients about their own stories of advocacy with families and friends. These theoretical and practical implications speak to the insights offered by the results of this study; as well, it is insightful to consider potential directions for future research.

First, future research could investigate the communication of advocacy by IM providers across facilities, regions, and countries to learn how they may be similar or different from the experience of these providers. Investigating the stories of IM providers with different histories, biomedical specialties, and CIM modalities would offer a comprehensive understanding of how IM is approached, constructed, and advocated for within the health care community.

Second, insights could be gained by hearing the voices of administrators staffing the local health care system, but also the voices of health care policy makers and administrators of the national health care system. Future research could offer insights by including these voices, either through interviews or through participant observation. It would be fascinating to explore how patients and providers co-construct advocacy during interactions and how patients become agents and advocates of their own health care. Future studies surrounding IM advocacy should therefore incorporate other voices and narratives from the various stakeholders and health care workers that are involved in the day-to-day functions of The Center, including administrators, nurses, technicians, and assistants.

IM is an approach to health care that has become part of nearly one-third of American’s lives.10 While several studies have revealed patients’ communication strategies surrounding IM, we hope to pave new ground in understanding what IM providers’ narratives reveal about the ways in which advocacy is constructed and communicated. If the hope of IM providers is to offer IM through every health care system and every insurance provider, we must learn more about the communication of advocacy – where it begins and how it is constructed by the providers who intend to help us heal.
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